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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MODERATING EFFECTS ON THE DOWNSTREAM
INTEGRATION–SUPPLY NETWORK PERFORMANCE RELATIONSHIP

Downstream integration (DI) is a key managerial area to improve performance in supply
networks. Though most studies agree that DI positively influences performances, literature also
reports cases of failures in achieving significant improvements. This evidence suggests that some
factors may act as moderators on the DI-performance relationship. This paper analyzes the
impact of DI on supply network efficiency and the moderating effects on this relationship of
upstream integration, supply network structure, and supply network performance measurement
systems. Data from a sample of 266 manufacturing firms settled in several countries around the
world demonstrates that all the three investigated moderating effects exist. Therefore managers
should launch an appropriate mix of interventions on DI, upstream integration, supply network
structure, and supply network performance measurement systems, rather than investing and
focusing on DI only. This paper provides some hints on how to structure these SCM initiatives’
mix to strengthen the impact of DI on supply network efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
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Operations management researchers emphasize the contribution of supply chain integration to
improve performance in supply networks (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; van der Vaart and van
Donk, 2008). However, it is widely recognized that, performance improvements are not assured
if supply chain integration programmes are not accompanied by the implementation of a
coherent mix of supply chain management (SCM) initiatives encompassing for instance lead
time reduction, supplier network rationalization, production network reconfiguration,
development of partnerships, implementation of supply network performance measurement
systems, etc. (de Treville et al., 2004; Zailani and Rajagopal, 2005; Danese et al., 2006).
Moreover, it has been proposed that implementing a wider range of supply chain integration
elements is better than implementing only a few (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Rosenzweig et
al., 2003). In particular the simultaneous integration of customers and suppliers is a key factor to
achieve significant benefits (Lummus et al., 2001; Slack et al., 2004). According to this view, a
myopic focus on a single type of integration activity (e.g. towards suppliers only) may lead the
manufacturing plant to underperform both in terms of productivity and profitability (Swink et al.,
2007).
Therefore, prior research seems to indicate that managers should simultaneously pursuit multiple
types of supply chain integration activities, and should also complement integration with further
SCM initiatives. This poses a practical limitation because integration/SCM activities are not cost
free and supply chain managers have limited resources and must choose the most effective
deployment of these resources. If multiple initiatives need to be launched, it is vital for managers
to understand how they relate mutually to determine their respective roles in contributing to
performance. For instance, an integration practice may have no noticeable effect on performance
in itself, but the way it “interacts” with another SCM practice may have an effect on the
performance considered. In other words, the presence of a certain supply chain practice may
mitigate or compensate for the limitations of a certain integration practice, thus determining a
positive additional synergistic effect on performances.
In this paper we focus on the relationship between downstream integration (DI) and supply
network efficiency. DI involves interventions for coordinating and integrating the flows of
physical goods and information between manufacturers and customers (Handfield and Nichols,
1999; Chopra and Meindl, 2001; Slack et al., 2004). In particular, this study aims to investigate
whether some supply chain practices - such as upstream integration, supply network
configuration for fast throughput, and supply network performance measurement systems – can
interact with DI, by positively moderating the relationship between DI and supply network
efficiency. This way, it contributes to increase the undestanding on how to select the “right” mix
of supply chain initiatives, by examining the following principal questions:
- Are there synergies that a firm could/must exploit to achieve higher levels of performance?
- What is the role of the above mentioned supply chain practices in contributing to performance?

Understanding the mechanisms by which the supply chain practices considered can modify the
DI- supply network efficiency relationship provides a fascinating area of research.
This research significantly contributes to the advancement of theory. In fact, even though
literature suggests that DI impact on supply network efficiency can be magnified when
implemented together with other supply chain practices, quantitative analyses and testing of this
effect are few and far between. The ambition is to open an interesting debate on this issue, by



introducing explanations of how efficiency is not improved by using just DI practices more
extensively, but by using a mix of supply chain practices more effectively simultaneously.
From a practitioner’s perspective, it is useful to know what supply chain practices interact with
DI. This gives guidance on how to select the appropriate mix of practices and to set priorities in
SCM improvement programmes. In fact firms could better determine what practices should be
combined in order to maximise the impact on performances.

The paper is organized as follows. First, it analyzes existing literature on the impact of DI on
supply network efficiency and discusses the research hypotheses this study intends to examine.
The following section introduces the sampling frame, measures and data collection. This is
followed by the analyses and discussion of the results found. Finally, conclusions summarize the
main theoretical and managerial contributions of this research, and provides opportunities for
future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
Relationship between DI and supply network efficiency
In a recent review of literature, Fabbe-Costes and Jahre (2008) demonstrate that authors
generally agree that stronger linkages and higher degree of integration across organizational
boundaries lead to better performance for the focal organization and its supply network. A
number of research studies tried to better define the concept of supply chain integration, by
discriminating between the efforts to integrate either customer or supplier information and inputs
into internal planning (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Rosenzweig et al., 2003; Vickery et al.
2003). Though the majority of papers consider an extended scope of supply chain integration
(i.e. both upstream and downstream), some researchers have focused their analysis on customers
or suppliers in order to ascertain their distinct contribute to performance. For instance, Lee et al.
(1997) identify the potential causes of the “bullwhip effect” (i.e. the natural tendency of
decentralized decision-making to amplify, delay and distort demand information moving
upstream in a make-to-stock supply chain) and recommend strategies for counteracting its effect.
Suggested remedies include sharing point-of-sales data and operational alignment to final
demand of channel member activities. Sharing demand and/or inventory data with customer can
improve the supplier’s order quantity decisions in multi-stage serial systems, because knowledge
about the customer’s inventory levels reduces the demand uncertainty faced by the supplier
(Chen et al., 2000; Lee et al. 2000). In particular, sharing point-of-sales demand enables the
supplier to improve its forecast accuracy and lower total inventory costs. Working in close
contact with customers and sharing planning information make it possible for the supplier to
know in advance upcoming orders and for the customer to be quickly acknowledged about
possible delays. This in turn reduces system uncertainty and lower costs (Hariharan and Zipkin,
1995; Gilbert and Ballou, 1999).
To sum up, current research assumes that the primary benefit of integration with customers is a
reduction in demand variability and hence in safety stock holding costs. Sahin and Robinson
(2005) argue that integration at different layers in supply network contributes to performance in
various ways: on the one hand it improves coordination (e.g. joint improvement efforts, close
contact, partnership), on the other, it fosters information sharing. Similarly, Swink et al. (2007)
maintain that supply chain integration pertains both better information sharing to align
“operational activities” (e.g. ordering and payment systems, material movements, production and



replenishment planning) between a supplier and a customer, and improved coordination of
“strategic activities” (e.g. relationship building, joint development activities, sharing of costs and
capability information) which creates customer-supplier intimacy.
Accordingly, we define DI as the process of building intimacy and sharing information on
manufacturing and demand plans with customers. Activities commonly associated with building
greater DI include frequent customer contacts, supplier’s involvement in customer’s
improvement efforts, attention to customer’s feedback/satisfaction on supplier’s performance,
consideration of customer’s forecast in supplier’s plans, and customer’s open access to supplier’s
plans.
An information processing perspective (Galbraith, 1973) offers an interpretation of the effects of
DI activities. Rich communication with external sources of information related to market needs,
to delivery performance, to work progress at supplier’s plant leads to greater opportunities for
waste reduction, since upstream members in supply networks are enabled to anticipate and more
fully respond to changes in customers’ specific needs. Therefore, manufacturing and delivery
activities can be better planned to match demand without building excess inventory and improve
capacity utilization (Rosenzweig et al., 2003; Swink et al., 2007). DI leads also to more efficient
problem solving, as it promotes cooperation, joint work, and the creation of inter-company
decision making routines (Flynn and Flynn, 1999; Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001). It follows that
there is a theoretical foundation and an emerging evidence for a general positive relationship
between DI and efficiency performance. Hence, we can posit that:

Hypothesis 1: Downstream integration is positively related to supply network efficiency.

Even though most of the literature believes that DI, in general, is beneficial to efficiency, and
more DI is assumed to be better than less DI, the variety of the empirical bases and research
design of the studies suggest that caution is advisable (Fabbe-Costes and Jahre, 2008). Nascent
empirical evidence reports ambivalent or inconsistent results. We identified two main streams of
research in the literature. Some authors have argued that DI has the potential to generate
opportunistic behaviors. Others maintain that DI is a very complex activity whose overall impact
on supply network performance is really hard to capture.
As to the first stream, agency theory suggests that firms who integrate too closely with suppliers
open themselves up to risks including adverse selection, moral hazard, and opportunity costs
(Rossetti and Choi, 2005). For example, suppliers may be less motivated to provide high levels
of performance if they feel that their business interest are secured. Therefore, on the long term,
DI could lead the supply-side of the dyadic relationship to underperform. But even customers
can adopt opportunistic conducts, especially when reliable supply network inventory
measurement systems are absent (Danese, 2006).
As to the second stream, Christopher and Jüttner (2000) suggested that DI is more difficult in
practice that in theory. Sometimes suppliers are not ready (equipped) to handle a close way of
working or customers are not actually prepared to part with the requisite information
(technologies, etc.) to allow them to work in an integrated manner. Cousins and Menguc (2006)
argue that whilst integration clearly has its benefits, it also has costs and may not enhance
operational performance and, “in some cases it has the reverse effect” (p. 616). Disney and
Towill (2002) have investigated inventory nervousness in downstream integrated systems. They
claim that, in integrated systems, continuously recalculating inventory control parameters



according to the demand signal causes fluctuation in target inventory levels or in production
quantities. Therefore, a slow reaction to demand signal can result in a more stable inventory level
and in a reduction in production quantity fluctuations. In a further work, Disney et al. (2004)
suggest that Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) systems should not be too complex to improve
the dynamics of supply chains. When testing different information sharing practices, they show
that, although players have information available, a very complex decision making can result in
increased inventory costs.
In the same vein, some authors agree that DI does not always lead to better outcomes, because
other dimensions need to be considered to fully understand the relationship (Stock et al., 2000;
Cousins and Menguc, 2006). Therefore, while the general linkage between DI and efficiency is
well acknowledged, inconsistencies across previous studies suggest the need for further research
and hypothesis testing.

Moderating effects on DI-efficiency relationship
A deeper specification of the interaction between DI and efficiency involves the examination of
likely moderating effects. A moderating hypothesis would suggest that the nature of the
relationship between DI and efficiency varies, depending on the value of other variables (i.e.
moderators). For instance, as discussed above, literature usually associates DI with upstream
integration (UI) with suppliers (Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Zailani and Rajagopal, 2005).
Similarly to DI, UI practices are based on information exchange, sharing of production plans,
and establishment of cooperative relationships. Literature on SCM highlights the strategic
importance of simultaneously integrating suppliers, manufacturers and customers (Cooper et al.,
1997; Tan et al., 1999; Simchi Levi et al., 2000). The goal is to create and coordinate processes
seamlessly across the supply network. Slack et al. (2004) argue that SCM is a comprehensive
topic that spans the entire supply network from suppliers to customers. Handfield and Nichols
(1999) note that manufacturers must not only manage their own organizations but also be
involved in the management of the network of upstream and downstream firms. Moreover, a
number of guides and models for practitioners suggest that once integration practices have been
implemented downstream, they can be beneficially extended also in the upstream network
(VICS, 1998; ECR, 2001; 2002).
As to the impact on performances, growing evidence suggests that the higher the level of
integration with suppliers and customers in the supply chain the greater the potential benefits
(Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001; Lummus et al., 2001). Tan et al. (1998) noted that when
companies integrate and act as a single entity, performance is enhanced throughout the supply
network.
Though these studies recommend to increase integration downstream and upstream, empirical
research investigating the mutual interaction between DI and UI lacks. They could directly
influence the level of performances achieved (Zailani and Rajagopal, 2005) but, when
implemented together, could also interact by determining an additional positive effect on
performances. For instance, it is well known that, when an high level of DI is accompanied by an
high level of UI, suppliers can align their production plans with those of final customers, and not
only with those of their direct customer (i.e. the manufacturer). This determines a reduction of
the bullwhip effect across the whole supply chain (Lee et al., 1997).
Thus, the interaction between DI and UI deserves further research, and we advance the following
hyphotesis:



Hypothesis 2: Upstream integration positively moderates the relationship between downstream
integration and supply network efficiency.

In addition, the impact of DI on supply network efficiency can be also influenced by the
configuration of the supply network. Several cases in SCM literature demonstrate that, for
reducing stocks and uncertainty and in turn increasing efficiency, it is fundamental reading the
market signal correctly and rapidly, and being able to react quickly (Camuffo et al., 2001;
Ferdows et al., 2004; Romano, 2009). A first step towards a responsive supply chain is cutting
lead-times so that it is possible to produce to order or at a time closer to when demand
materializes (Heikkilä, 2002). Moreover, suppliers should be chosen for their speed and
flexibility, not for their low cost (Fisher, 1997).
When a supply network is fast to react in case of demand changes, companies can lever the
crucial flow of data/information from the marketplace, which is guaranteed by DI, to quickly
adapt production and purchasing plans in the upstream network. Due to this effect, it is plausible
that, in fast supply networks, the impact of DI on supply network efficiency is stronger, as
information from downstream can be used to change production/purchasing plans accordingly to
recent demand trends. However, research investigating the moderating effect of fast supply
networks on DI-efficiency relationship is scant. We found few studies suggesting that DI
initiatives are more effective when lead-times are short. Aviv (2001), for instance, examines the
value of forecasting collaboration in a two-echelon supply chain. He compares a situation where
a retailer and a supplier develop and employ a joint forecast, to a situation where each party
develops and employs its own forecast, without exchanging any information, that are examples
of high and low levels of DI respectively. Aviv demonstrates that collaborative forecasting is
beneficial when lead-times are short. In a more recent study, Småros (2007) analyses four cases
of a particular DI method, called Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment
(CPFR). She emphasizes that in some cases the collaboration between manufacturers and
customers had resulted in any improvement as, when production lead-times were long, there was
no time to react in cases of demand changes, promotions, seasons, assortment changes, new
product introductions, etc.
From the above, we formulate the following hyphotesis:

Hypothesis 3: A fast supply network structure positively moderates the relationship between DI
and supply network efficiency.

Finally, a further fundamental SCM practice that is usually associated with DI is the adoption of
a supply network performance measurement (SNPM) systems. Such systems require supply
chain members to share common and agreed key indicators of supply network performance
(Holmberg, 2000; Gunasekaran et al., 2001; 2004; Wu and Song, 2005). Companies can decide
to evaluate several measures: on-time delivery, order lead time, level of stocks, distribution
costs, etc. and should consider not only how a particular facility in the network performs (e.g. the
level of stocks at the producer’s warehouse), but also the performance of the whole supply chain
or network (e.g. the total amount of stocks in the supply network) (Bechtel and Jayaram, 1997;
van Hoek, 1998). Lastly, it should be note that, a SNPM systems should consist, not only in
defining a common metrics and measuring adequate indicators, but also in monitoring and



analysing them for driving future actions and decisions (Forslund, 2007; Forslund and Jonsson,
2009).
SNPM systems are important to successfully implementing DI practices. In general, they allow
to drive decision making when deciding on improvement initiatives to be adopted. Thus DI
initiatives can be better directed (Gunasekaran et al., 2004). Companies sometimes do not
succeed in maximizing their supply chain’s potential because they often fail to develop the
performance metrics and measures needed for identifying problems and criticalities in the supply
network, and thus crucial areas for improvements. Instead, when advanced SNPM systems are
adopted, companies can accurately plan ad hoc DI interventions designed to address specific
problems in the supply networks. For this reason, we can argue that SNPM systems are likely to
act as moderators in DI-supply network efficiency relationship, since it is plausible that the
impact of DI on supply network performance efficiency increases, when SNPM systems are
adopted. However, quantitative research on this issue lacks. Therefore, we advance the following
hyphotesis.

Hypothesis 4: Supply network performance measurement systems positively moderate the
relationship between DI and supply network efficiency.

METHODS

Data collection and sample

Manufacturing firms operating in mechanical, electronic and transportation equipment sectors
formed the sampling universe (SIC codes: 35, 36 and 37, respectively). During the identification
stage of the reference population, we selected for medium (i.e. from 51 to 250 employees) and
large (i.e. more than 250 employees) enterprises. Starting from this population, companies from
different countries (i.e. Finland, US, Japan, Germany, Sweden, Korea, Italy, Austria and Spain)
were randomly selected.
Data was collected by an international team of researchers that work in different universities all
over the world. Questionnaires were administered by individual visits or sent by mail. Within the
research group, for each country, a group of researchers and a responsible for data collection
were identified. Each group had to provide assistance to companies contacted and interested to
participate in the research project, to ensure that the information gathered was both complete and
correct. In order to raise the reliability of measurement, the questionnaires were mailed to
different respondents within each company: plant managers, inventory managers and plant
superintendent, or their direct reports. Respondents were specifically asked to give answers on
SCM practices adopted and performances obtained. In particular, as in other survey-based SCM
studies (see van der Vaart and van Donk, 2008), we examined both upstream and downstream
integration of focal firms, by asking respondents from these firms about integration practices
adopted with suppliers and customers, respectively.
A total of 266 responses were returned, and of these 66 incomplete responses were discarded.
Accordingly, the analysis that follows and all reported statistics were based on a sample of 200
firms. As shown in Table 1, the sample is stratified to approximate equal distribution across all
three sectors. Moreover, most firms in the responding sample were large-sized with 64% of the



firms employing more than 250 people. The mean number of employees for the sample was
about 639. We use size (as well as industry) as a control variable later in the analysis to test
whether this mattered to the supply network efficiency performance. Finally, mean sales were
162.29 million dollars.

Number of companies Percentage

Electronics 67 33.5

Machinery 68 34.0

Transportation
equipment

65 32.5

Total 200 100

Table 1. The sample distribution according to sector

Size Percentage

Medium (51 – 250 employees) 36

Large (> 250 employees) 64

Total 100

Table 2. The sample distribution according to company size

Research variables and measures
Five multi-item constructs were identified and considered; in this paper referred to as:
Downstream Integration (DI), Upstream Integration (UI), Fast Supply Network Structure
(FSNS), Supply Network Performance Measurement (SNPM) systems, and Supply Network
Efficiency (EFF).
Table 3 reports the items comprising each construct, and output of factor analysis after Varimax
rotation of factors, with reliability test results by Cronbach’s α. Varimax rotation with Kaiser
normalization was applied, by extracting all the eigenvalues that are above 1. Convergent
validity is demonstrated since, for each construct, factor loadings are all above 0.50 and only one
component was identified (total variance explained above 46.49%) (Bagozzi and Yin, 1988). We
tested also that none of the items had loadings higher than 0.4 on more than one factor. Finally,
Cronbach α-values for the five constructs exceed 0.70, indicating high reliability (Nunnally,
1994).



The constructs found have theoretical validity in the light of previous studies (see literature
review section).
(1) Downstream Integration: This is a six-item scale that measures to the two basic notions
usually used to define integration: coordination (e.g. joint improvement efforts, close contact,
partnership), and information sharing (e.g. customers’ feedback on quality and delivery
performance, sharing of customers’ forecasts, customers’ access to manufacturer’s production
plans) (Sahin and Robinson, 2005; Swink et al., 2007).
(2) Upstream Integration (UI). The five items selected measure the integration between the
producer and its suppliers, accounted for the two key dimensions of integration reported above:
coordination and information sharing. Respondents within the producer’s company were asked to
evaluate: information sharing on production plans, openess of communication with suppliers,
cooperative relationships held with suppliers, exchange of information on quality considerations
and design changes, and the level of suppliers’ engagement in improvement efforts.
(3) Fast Supply Network Structure (FSNS). This is a two-item construct that measures to what
extent companies a) seek short lead times in the design of their supply chains, and b) strive to
shorten supplier lead time, in order to avoid inventory and stockouts (Fisher, 1997; Romano,
2009).
(4) Supply Network Performance Measurement (SNPM) systems: this construct is composed by
three items, that consider whether performances of the whole supply chain or of its members are
monitored, and whether a shared system of performance indicators is used (Gunasekaran et al.,
2001; 2004; Forslund, 2007; Forslund and Jonsson, 2009).
(5) Supply network efficiency (EFF). This construct includes four items. On the one hand, they
measure efficiency performances of the focal firm - as several survey-based papers on SCM do
(van der Vaart and van Donk, 2008). In particular, we asked respondents from focal firm about:
1) unit cost of manufactuing and 2) inventory turnover.
On the other hand, since in this paper we consider focal firm’s integration with suppliers and
customers, we asked respondents to provide information on the overall performance of focal
firms’ supply network, in terms of: 3) balancing of capacities in the supply network, and 4) in-
process inventories between operations. We think that this choice allows researchers to better
evaluate the overall impact of DI on efficiency performances and to better interpret interaction
effects that can exist. For instance, if performance construct takes into consideration only focal
firm’s efficiency, it can be measured the local improvement due to DI, but there is no chances to
estimate the impact on the whole network performance. For instance, in some situations (e.g.
when the level of UI is low, or when supplier lead times are long), DI could also determine a
penalization of efficiency performances in supplier network. This effect can be grasped only if
the performance construct considers measures of the whole network efficiency.

As can be noted in table 3, all these constructs were measured using multi-item perceptual scales.
As to the items composing DI, UI, FSNS, SNPM constructs, we asked respondents to indicate on
a 7 point Likert scale to what extent each practice proposed was adopted in the company (1
means “not at all” and 7 “to a great extent”). As to supply network efficiency, we asked
respondents to provide their opinion about company’s performances compared with its
competitors on a 5 point Likert scale (1 is for “poor, low” and 5 is for “superior”).
Table 4 shows basic statistics for the four constructs, each obtained by averaging the relevant
items.



Factor Item
Factor
loading

Variance
explained

Cronbach
α

We frequently are in close contact with our
customers

0.80

Our customers give us feedback on our quality
and delivery performance

0.81

We consider our customers’ forecasts in our
supply chain planning

0.61

Our customers do not have access to our
production plans

0.52

We work as a partner with our customers 0.62

Downstream Integration
(DI)

Our customers involve us in their (quality)
improvement efforts

0.70

46.49% 0.72

We share our production plans with our
suppliers

0.53

We emphasize openness of communications in
collaborating with our suppliers.

0.66

We maintain cooperative relationships with our
suppliers.

0.80

We maintain close communications with
suppliers about quality considerations and
design changes.

0.81

Upstream Integration
(UI)

We actively engage suppliers in our (quality)
improvement efforts

0.81

53.66% 0.73

We seek short lead times in the design of our
supply chains

0.89Fast Supply Network
Structure
(FSNS) Our company strives to shorten supplier lead

time, in order to avoid inventory and stockouts
0.89

79.02% 0.73

Monitoring each of the supply chains as a whole 0.76

Monitoring the performance of supply chain
members, in order to adjust supply chain plans

0.87
Supply Network
Performance
Measurement systems
(SNPM) Use of shared indicators of supply chain

performance
0.87

69.45% 0.78



Unit cost of manufacturing 0.71

Inventory turnover 0.76

Capacities are balanced in our supply network. 0.70

Supply network
efficiency
(EFF)

We have large in-process inventories between
different operations

0.73

52.91% 0.70

Table 3. Validity test of measures

Correlations
Variables Mean

S.
D.

Range
UI FSNS SNPM EFF

1 Downstream Integration (DI) 5.09 0.52 3.39-6.28 0.437** 0.273** 0.459** 0.247**

2 Upstream Integration (UI) 5.31 0.50 3.75-6.70 - 0.570** 0.561** 0.460**

3
Fast Supply Network Structure
(FSNS)

5.68 0.62 3.22-6.89 - - 0.573** 0.383**

4
Supply Network Performance
Measurement systems (SNPM)

5.05 0.71 2.83-6.56 - - - 0.436**

5 Supply Network Efficiency (EFF) 3.30 0.55 1.71-4.74 - - - -

** Significant at the .01 level (Pearson probabilities)

Table 4. Basic statistics, reliability and correlation analysis

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Hierarchical Regression

The central issue this research intends to investigate is whether the effect of DI on supply
network efficiency depends on UI, FSNS or SNPM. In other words, are these variables
moderators in DI-supply network efficiency relationship?



Moderated relationships are reflected in the concept of statistical interaction, and the following
equation describes the logic of moderated regression (Brambor et al., 2006):

y= β0 + β1x + β2z + β3xz + ε (1)

where x is DI, z any of the moderating variables (UI, FSNS or SNPM) and y the efficiency
performance. The ‘xz’ term in the equation is called interaction term. DI variable is the focal
independent variable in this study (Jaccard and Turrisi, 2003).
We employed a hierarchical regression procedure. Firstly, control variables (i.e. firm size and
sector) were considered in the regression model. The firm size (SIZE) was measured by the
number of company’s employees. The sector was insert in the regression model, by creating
dummy variables. The form of dummy variable coding used was ‘indicator coding’, which
means that the regression coefficients for the dummy variables represent deviation from the
comparison group. The mechanical sector was arbitrarily taken as the baseline/comparison
group.
Then, main independent variables - i.e. DI, UI, FSNS and SNPM - were introduced as a block,
followed by each interaction term entered individually, but removed before the next one was
introduced. As suggested by Jaccard et al. (1990), when the β3-coefficient of the product term xz
is statistically significant, and R2 increases when this term is introduced in the model, the
existence of a moderated effect on x-y relationship is demonstrated.
Table 5 reports the result of the hierarchical regression analysis.

Control
variables

Main effects Interaction effects

MODEL 0 MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3 MODEL 4

Constant 3,197*** 0.376 12.062** 8.943** 6.205*

SIZE 0.000** 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

ELECTRONICS -0.013 -0.110 -0.107 -0.103 -0.099

TRANSP. EQ. 0.089 0.062 0.069 0.064 0.075

DI -0.012 -2.352** -1.728** -1.186*

UI 0.258* -1.940** 0.224* 0.227*

FSNS 0.078 0.075 -1.413** 0.083

SNPM 0.221** 0.238*** 0.232*** -0.928*

UIXDI 0.436**



FSNSXDI 0.302**

SNPMXDI 0.235*

R2 Adjusted 0.037 0.263 0.296 0.292 0.285

∆R2 adjusted -- 0.226 0.033 0.029 0.022

F test 3.241* 14.295*** 10.238*** 10.054*** 9.760***

The value reported are unstandardized regression coefficients
* p-value <.05 level
** p-value <.01 level
*** p-value <.001 level

Table 5. Hierarchical regresson analysis

Model 0 represents the first step of the hierarchical regression. The control variable industry does
not result significantly related to efficiency performance. Instead, the coefficient of the variable
size, although significant, is null. Also in the models 1-4 similar results on the effect of control
variables on response variable are found. More interestingly, when the independent variables:
DI, UI, FSNS and SNPM are added in the regression model (model 1), we can note that DI is not
significantly related to efficiency performance. Thus, results found do not confirm and support
hypothesis H1, namely that in general a positive relationship exists between DI and supply
network efficiency. Models 2, 3 and 4 report the interaction results, along with changes
occurring to main variables when each product term was introduced. As to the interactions “DI-
UI”, “DI-FSNS” and “DI-SNPM”, the significant and positive β of the interaction terms suggests
that it is possible to confirm the existence of positive interaction effects between DI and the three
moderators considered. Additional support is the significant change in R2 from model 1 to 2
(0.033); from model 1 to 3 (0.029), and from model 1 to 4 (0.022). In the end, hypotheses 2, 3
and 4 are fully supported.

Additional analyses for interpreting moderated regression
When interaction terms UIxDI, FSNSxDI, SNPMxDI are added in models 2, 3 or 4, respectively,
the β-coefficient of the variable DI becomes significant. It should be noted that in all the models
it is negative. However, the interpretation of coefficients of all constitutive terms in an
interaction model is different from that of a linear-additive model. In the “main effects only”
model (e.g. model 1), a regression coefficient estimates the effects of the independent variable on
the dependent variable, across the levels of the other independent variables. Differently, with
reference to the interaction model of equation (1), β1 must not be interpreted as the effect of a
change in x on y, holding all other independent variables constant, but as the the effect of a
change in x on y, when z is zero.
To avoid any misinterpretation, as suggested by several authors (Jaccard et al., 2003; Brambor et
al., 2006), we studied the marginal effect of the variable x (i.e. DI) on y (i.e. supply network



efficiency performance), for different values of the moderating variable z (e.g. UI, FSNS and
SNPM).
By considering the coefficients of table 5 (model 2), we calculated that the marginal effect of DI
on efficiency performance depends on UI, according to the following formula:

(2)

As recommended by Brambor et al. (2006), it is necessary to know the standard error for the
coefficient represented by equation (2). In general, with reference to equation (1), the test of the
coefficient: y/ x= β1 + β3z takes the form of a t test, where the standard error is a function of
z and can be calculated such that:

(3)

For the coefficient of eq. (2), we have verified that the t test is significant at a 0.05 level for the
values of UI lower than 4.83, and greater than 6.08.
Figure 1 shows how the marginal effect of DI varies when UI increases. It is easy to see that DI
has a stronger effect on efficiency performance when the level of UI is high. Further, we can
note that for low levels of UI, differently from what expected, the effect of DI could be even
negative. This means that, when companies are not integrated upstream, not only the benefits of
DI are lost, but also a contrasting effect emerges that risks the achievement of good levels of
efficiency. Between the values of 4.83 and 6.08, the marginal effect of DI is not significant.



Not significant

Upstream integration

Figure 1. The influence of upstream integration on the marginal effect of downstream integration

To further gain an intuitive understanding of the interaction effect between downstream and
upstream integration, we computed and graphed the slope of efficiency performance on DI at a
few different values of UI. A reasonable strategy is to evaluate the effects of DI on performance
at “low”, and “high” values of UI, where “low” might be defined as one standard deviation
below the mean UI score (i.e.= 4.80), and “high” as one standard deviation above the mean (i.e.
5.80) (Cohen and Cohen, 1983). Since for this last value the linear equation of figure 1 was not
significant, we decided to consider in our analysis the threshold of 6.08. Starting from the
coefficients of model 2 in table 5, and by using the mean value for SNPM-variable and the two
mentioned values of the variable UI, two linear equations of efficiency performance, depending
on DI, were created. The visual patterns of figure 2 confirms that the effect of DI on efficiency is
greater when UI increases; while its effect is negative when UI is at a low level.



Figure 2 highlights what Jaccard and Turrisi (2003) classifies as ‘disordinal interaction’ or ‘
crossover interaction’, namely an interaction in which the regression line that regresses y onto
the focal independent variable (i.e. DI) for a given level of the moderator (e.g. low level of UI)
intersects with the correspondent regression line for a different level of the moderator (e.g. high
level of UI). This type of interaction is very useful for decision making in different situations.
For instance, it suggests that an high level of DI (right side of figure 2) should be accompanied
by an high level of UI. Differently a low level of DI (left side of figure 2) should be accompanied
by a low level of UI. However, the research sample reveals that this is a frontier situation. In fact,
DI varies from 3.39 to 6.28, and less than 13% of sample units falls below the DI critical value of
4.45 (i.e. intersection point), with a DI mean value of 4.23. Below the intersection point, it seems
more convenient a low level of UI (see figure 2).

Downstream integrationHigh UILow UI

Figure 2. Supply network efficiency slope at low and high levels of upstream integration



A similar procedure allows to interpret the moderator effects of FSNS and SNPM system on DI-
efficiency relationship.
Figures 3 shows the marginal effect of the variable DI on efficiency, for different values of the
moderating variable FSNS:

(4)
By using eq. (3), again we have verified that the t test for this regression coefficient is significant
at a 0.05 level for the values of FSNS lower than 5.01, and greater than 6.58. It emerges that, not
only the effect of DI on supply network efficiency improves when companies strive to shorten
supplier lead time, but also that this effect could be even negative, in the opposite case.
Figure 4 illustrates the slope of the supply network efficiency for high and low levels of FSNS.
The linear equations in this figure can be built by considering the β-coefficients of model 3 in
table 5, and substituting to the SNPM- and UI-variables their mean values, and to the FSNS-
variable one standard deviation above the mean (i.e. 6.31), and 5.01 that is the lower threshold
level of the significance field in figure 3. In fact, the value of one standard deviation below the
mean (i.e. 5.06) does not fall within the significant range of values.
Also in this case, Figure 4 shows the existence of a disordinal interaction. Below the intersection
point (i.e. 4.68), it seems convenient a low level of FSNS. Companies that fall in this range
represent the 23% of the sample and their DI-mean value is 4.38.



Fast supply network structureNot significant

Figure 3. The influence of fast supply network structure on the marginal effect of downstream
integration



Downstream integration
High FSNSLow FSNS

Figure 4. Supply network efficiency slope at low and high levels of fast supply network structure

Finally, figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effect of the moderating variable SNPM systems. The
marginal effect of the variable DI on efficiency (figure 5), can be expressed such that (see β-
coefficients in model 4):

(5)

The t test for this regression coefficient is significant at a 0.05 level for the values of SNPM
lower than 4.19, and greater than 5.98.
The linear equations in figure 6 were built by considering the β-coefficients of model 4 in table
5, and substituting to the UI-variable its mean value, and to the SNPM-variable the lower and
higher threshold levels above calculated, alternatively. This because the values that should be
used as low”, and “high” values of SNPM, i.e. one standard deviation below the mean SNPM
score (i.e.= 4.35), and one standard deviation above the mean (i.e. 5.76) fall within the not-
significant range of the regression coefficient y/ x= β1 + β3z.
Figure 6 highlights a disordinal interaction between DI and SNPM. The intersection point is
3.95. but only 1% of companies in the sample falls below this point. This suggests that probably
real-world observations rarely fall within this range, and that therefore this represents a very rare
and extreme case.



Supply network performance measurementNot significant

Figure 5. The influence of supply network performance measurement systems on the marginal
effect of downstream integration



Downstream integrationHigh SNPMLow SNPM

Figure 6. Supply network efficiency slope at low and high levels of supply network performance
measurement systems

DISCUSSION
This study provides a number of original implications for the interpretation of the relationship
between DI and supply network efficiency. Our results are consistent with the stream of research
which supports the adoption of multiple SCM practices (Cooper et al., 1997; Lambert and
Cooper, 2000; Danese et al. 2006), as we provide empirical evidence to demonstrate that DI does
not lead directly to better outcomes, because other SCM actions need to be considered to fully
exploit the relationship. In particular, our research contributes to the academic debate by
providing new insights to better understand the controversial results found in some studies on the
DI-efficiency relationship (Stock et al. 2000; Rossetti and Choi, 2005; AoMEx; Cousins and
Menguc, 2006). A difference of our findings with those of prior studies is the absence of a
positive direct effect of DI on efficiency in the “main effects only” model. Significant positive
association of DI and efficiency is evident in bivariate correlation (0.247). However, this
association disappears in multiple regression analysis (see model 1). This result indicates that the



bivariate correlation may be spurious. When other aspects moderating the direct relationship
between DI and efficiency are accounted for, there is a significant impact on efficiency of the
interaction between DI and each of the moderators (see models 2, 3 and 4). Therefore significant
efficiency improvements cannot be achieved only by improving DI. Our results indicate that this
can happen only under certain conditions in terms of upstream integration, supply network
configuration for fast throughput, and reliable supply network performance measurement
systems.

The role of upstream integration
Our analysis confirmed that the positive impact of DI on efficiency increases with rising levels
of integration between the company and its suppliers. Unexpectedly, we also found that, in
particular circumstances, DI can have a negative impact on efficiency.
The co-presence of upstream integration and downstream integration makes it possible to reduce
inventories not only at the customer-supplier interface, but also in the supplier network. In fact,
when the company is closely coupled with customers, it can transfer to integrated suppliers all
the information they need to align their production and shipping plans to the final market
demand. The system engineering approach, which in turn has its foundations in industrial
dynamics (Towill et al., 1992; Mason-Jones and Towill, 1999), provided evidence on how
synchronization and communications across supply networks reduce the bullwhip effect.
However, the multivariate analysis suggested further interesting insights on the interaction
between DI and UI. For instance, from figures 1 and 2 it emerges that when upstream integration
is low, DI seems to penalize performance. A possible explanation of this finding is that after
integration, variations in the operational processes, such as differences in the frequency, quantity
and timing of order forecast, placement and shipment, become more critical as the customer’s
and the supplier’s systems are closely coupled (Sivadasan et al., 2002). Therefore, in presence of
downstream integrated systems, every time the manufacturer receives from the customer a new
forecast order plan it has to rearrange its procurement, production and shipping schedules to
align them to customer’s needs. The manufacturer must quickly evaluate the impact of customer
requests on its plans and decide whether confirm or postpone them. Upstream integration can
facilitate this task as it allows the manufacturer to be fast updated on the progress of its orders at
the supplier’s plant and to decide jointly with the supplier the most appropriate plan
modifications to accommodate final customer requests. Instead, when UI is low, lack of
collaboration with suppliers and uncertainty about order progress at the supplier plant force the
manufacturer to an inefficient resort to rush deliveries from suppliers and large amounts of safety
stocks to chase customer’s requests.
A further apparently counterintuitive finding of this research regards the role of UI when DI is
low. As highlighted in figure 2, companies characterized by low degrees of integration with their
customers seem to be more efficient when also integration with suppliers is low. Though this is a
particularly rare and extreme case (i.e. 13% of companies in our sample), it is worth giving an
explanation. When UI is high and DI is low, suppliers’ plans are aligned with manufacturer’s
ones, but not with final demand. Therefore, the results do not imply that UI penalizes
performance but simply implicate that integration with suppliers in absence of integration with
customers does not guarantee low stock in the supply network. This result is consistent with the
system engineering literature which maintains that bullwhip effect reduction must start with
downstream integration because only this latter can provide the supply network with the flow of



right information needed to align it to the final market demand (Lee et al., 1997; Zhenxin et al.,
2001). Moreover, the co-presence of high UI and low DI can generate a further negative effect
on efficiency due to the close coupling of supplier’s and manufacturer’s plans. In fact, being UI
high, the supplier must quickly rearrange its plans every time the manufacturer requires a
modification. Being DI low, the manufacturer could ask for order changes because of its
perceptions on final market trends rather than on real and updated input from final customers.
Supplier’s efforts for the frequent rearrangement of its plans are justified, in terms of improved
efficiency, when modifications are required to align to final demand. But, this is not the case if
DI is low, and the supplier could be forced to an inefficient materials management (e.g. rush
deliveries, production mix changes, frequent set-ups) to produce and deliver goods that could lie
for long as inventory at the manufacturer’s plant.

The role of fast supply network structure
Our findings confirm that the presence of a fast supply network structure positively moderates
the relationship between DI and performance, namely the positive effect of DI on supply
network efficiency increases when supply network throughput is short. In fact, in this case,
supply network members can quickly adapt their procurement, production and delivery plans to
chase demand occurring in the final market, without relying on safety stock. For instance, if a
manufacturer is able to procure raw materials and produce/shipping final products in few days,
he can satisfy an unexpected rise in customer orders communicated with short advance.
Interestingly enough, our analysis highlighted a twofold role of FSNS in influencing the
relationship between DI and performance. One the one hand, as explained above, the presence of
a FSNS can strengthen the positive impact of DI. On the other, the absence of a FSNS can act as
a barrier that limits the efficacy of DI practices. In this latter case, the impact of DI on efficiency
could even be negative (figures 3 and 4). In fact, when DI increases and supply networks are
characterized by long throughputs, a negative effect on efficiency can emerge owing to the
stretching of the frozen order window, that identifies the period where product configuration,
quantity and due date are locked in the production schedule and subject to changes only in
emergencies. When DI is high, the manufacturer is tightly coupled with customers and
frequently adapts its plans – also within its own and its suppliers’ frozen order windows – to
align them to freshly updated information arriving from downstream. This generates rush
deliveries, frequent set-up changes, less-than- truckload shipping and other inefficient practices
which negatively affect the whole supply network performance. Long supply network
throughputs worsen this effect because of frozen order windows lengthening. Literature on
international supply networks provides examples of this phenomenon and demonstrates that
when manufacturers receive data/information from downstream and try to follow final
customers’ plans, material management in the supply network is characterized by nervousness
and inefficiency (Kaipia et al., 2006; Danese et al., 2009). Large apparel companies which use
very advanced DI systems - like Zara, Benetton, Fila - but whose supply network structure is
very disperse are usually affected by this nervousness. They are often forced to resort to
expensive, but fast, air transportation instead of cheaper modes to quickly respond to last minute
market changes (Camuffo et al., 2001; Ferdows et al., 2004; Romano, 2009). Similar
considerations are valid also for the electronics industry supply networks which are both prone to
demand fluctuations – addressed by DI - and characterized by global multi-echelon structures
and long planning cycles (Berry et al., 1994; Kaipia et al., 2006).



Finally, our analysis sheds light on the role of FSNS when DI is low. Figure 4 shows that in this
case, a supply network structure with long lead times seems to be more convenient. In fact, the
search for short throughputs usually allows to achieve efficiency through low inventories. This
effect is particularly significant when a company exchange data/information with its customers
(i.e. DI is high). Instead, the choice to rely on global supply networks increases lead times and
inventory costs, but allows to exploit opportunities of procuring resources from low cost
countries. It can be supposed that, when DI is low, this second effect prevails.
The role of supply network performance measurement systems
Results confirm that the positive effect of DI on supply network efficiency increases, when
integration is accompanied by the implementation of supply network performance measurement
systems. In this case, it is possible to better identify problems and criticalities in the supply
network (e.g. facilities with huge inventories or never on time, frequent stock outs of certain
products/raw materials, low performing suppliers, etc.) and in turn to better direct adjustments
and improvement efforts. However, similarly to what happens for the other moderators, SNPM
systems can act also as a barrier to the efficacy of DI practices, determining a negative impact of
DI on efficiency (figures 5 and 6).
If a company is integrated with its customers, but SNPM systems are scarcely adopted, supply
network members can deviate from cooperative, towards opportunistic behaviors. To give an
example, GlaxoSmithKline’s production plants supply distribution centers using a Vendor
Managed Inventory approach (Danese, 2006). The performance monitoring system adopted in
GSK is considered one of the key factors in the successful implementation of VMI with
distributors because it makes easy to identify and thus limit opportunistic behaviors. VMI
requires that manufacturers monitor the customers’ inventory level and, according to sales
forecasts, make periodic replenishments, deciding order quantities, shipping and timing (Waller
et al., 1999). Customers usually pay just for the products they sell. Thus, when a performance
monitoring systems lacks, the customer could swell its sales forecasts in order to be sure of
product availability also in case of an unexpected rise in demand. Only a wide adoption of
SNPM can assure that DI actions are aimed at the efficiency of the whole network, rather than at
generating opportunistic conducts and local optimization.

CONCLUSIONS
This research contributes to theory building by “going behind the curtains” and questioning the
common assumption that DI always improves supply network efficiency. As in other SCM
studies, we posit that the implementation of SCM is only likely to be successful if it is
recognized as a multi-dimensional change process, that simultaneously and explicitly addresses
several SCM practices (Cooper et al., 1997; Frolich and Westbrook, 2001; Danese et al., 2006).
In particular, this study demonstrates that some SCM practices - such as upstream integration, a
supply network configuration for fast throughput, the adoption of supply network performance
measurement systems – act as moderators of the DI-supply network efficiency relationship.
Interestingly enough, the role of these moderators is twofold. On the one hand, each of these
SCM practices interacts with DI, strengthening the positive impact of DI on supply network
efficiency, through a positive additional synergistic effect. The practical implication for
managers is that performance optimization requires levering simultaneously on DI and the above
mentioned variables to foster interaction, rather than investing and acting on DI only.



On the other hand, the multivariate analysis provided evidence of the existence of disordinal
interactions between DI and the moderators considered. It follows that when DI is not
accompanied by an high level of adoption of moderators, these latter can act as barriers that
hinder the positive impact of DI on supply network efficiency. Therefore managers should be
aware of this effect, that could vanish their efforts of improving efficiency through DI.
These results have both managerial and theoretical implications.
By clarifying the impact of DI on supply network efficiency and the role of moderators, it offers
guidance for managers facing the selection of the most appropriate mix and sequence of SCM
initiatives, to maximize efficiency improvements through DI. After having achieved good levels
of DI, companies should direct their efforts towards other SCM initiatives, e.g. by extending the
integration upstream, or cutting lead times, or implementing advanced supply network
performance measurement systems, rather than continuing investing on DI. For instance, from
model 2 it is easy to calculate that starting from a situation with a 6-level of both DI and UI, a
one-point increment in DI increases performance of 8.2%; whereas a one-point increment in UI
increases performance of 21.1%. Moreover, before deciding to invest on DI, managers should
ascertain the level of adoption of the moderators variables. In fact, they act as prerequisites for a
successful implementation of DI, because their adoption limits a series of problems (e.g.
nervousness of plans, opportunistic behaviors, etc.) that can offset DI benefits. These results are
in line with most of studies on SCM sequences that emphasize the role of certain practice as
prerequisites for the implementation of other ones (Scott and Westbrook, 1991; Spekman et al.,
1998; Fynes et al., 2005; Danese et al., 2006).
Finally, our findings extend studies on complementarities to the SCM context. The notion of
complementarity between two or more activities derives from strategic management research and
implies that “doing more of any one of them increases the returns to doing more of the others”
(Milgrom and Roberts, 1992; Siggelkow, 2001). We found that the role of the moderators is
complementary to DI because doing more of any of them increases the marginal impact of DI on
efficiency. However, we provide a better understanding of this phenomenon. For very low levels
of the moderators, the marginal effect of DI can be negative. As the moderator adoption grows,
this negative effect reduces; at a critical threshold it becomes positive; and, from this point, for
increasing levels of the moderators this positive effect increases.

In conclusion, the limitations and future developments of this study should be considered along
with the results. Firstly our research setting, firms operating in mechanical, electronic and
transportation equipment industries, could limit the generalizability of our findings. Though we
have not evidence to claim otherwise, it is likely that other sectors may show different patterns.
Hence, future research should replicate and extend our model to samples drawn from other
industries. Moreover, we focused our analysis on the moderating roles of upstream integration, a
fast supply network structure, the adoption of supply network performance measurement
systems, but several other SCM practices may act as moderators and deserve further research
(e.g. design for SCM, lean supply, intra-company integration, etc.). A final limit is the cross-
sectional nature of our database. A deeper analysis of the prerequisites/enablers for the
implementation of SCM practices would require a longitudinal data set.
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